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Ordering Options About the Program Reasoning and Writing introduces higher-order thinking skills as the
foundation for writing skills. Ruth Russell Williams, First Art Lesson, We practiced just doing that for a good
month, going from the image discussion to the paragraph and pointing to exact evidence in the picture. The
way VTS facilitates social emotional awareness, self-awareness, and argument is also very powerful. We
would pick a pivotal imageâ€”either from the book or connected to the bookâ€”that we would use to open the
conversation as a discussion starter. When you ask a student, What do you see that makes you say that? So I
had time set aside to focus on improving this practice. If I say the image is something else, then I have bring
my personal experiences that are making me interpret it in a different way. I could then teach my students the
argument building that they needed to do so that they could engage in the space successfully. Features: Well
thought-out, scripted lessons enable you to present skills in a way that is easy for students to assimilate. Next,
I talked to them about reasoning, as in: when making your argument, you may see things differently, but you
have to be able to explain your reasoning. Once I knew students could do a solid introductory paragraph with a
claim, then we started to stretch our essays. Relevant practice in mechanics, usage, and grammar refines
editing skills and shapes better writing. By the end of the course, students will be able to: Select, analyse and
evaluate credible secondary sources Synthesize similar and opposing views to interpret and organise relevant
evidence Formulate a clear position on an issue and craft logical arguments to support that stance Write
persuasively by drawing on logical, emotional and ethical appeals to the issue Adapt to business writing
conventions in the use of language, format and visuals Use an appropriate referencing style Last updated on 17
Jul  With VTS, however, I could teach argument in a place where they naturally had opinions and wanted to
express their points of view. Law Students â€” provides invaluable guidance on the fundamentals of legal
research and writing Students in Law Clerk or Paralegal Programs â€” provides a thorough introduction to
legal research and writing concepts Law libraries â€” for use by their patrons Research and litigation lawyers
â€” a tool to brush up on writing memos, opinion letters, briefs, pleadings, factums, and more Featured
authors. On the first day, we did regular VTS and then after the discussion I took notes on what claims came
up during the conversation and organized these into different categories of claims and evidence. One student
had done some reading about Frida Kahlo and added their background knowledge to the conversation. From
there, we moved on to other content areas, such as poetry, history, and social studies. To do this, we went back
and forth between perspectives until everyone agreed we could write from a particular point of view.
Publisher: LexisNexis Canada Product details Synthesis: Legal Reading, Reasoning, and Writing in Canada,
4th Edition is an effective legal writing tool designed for students entering the legal profession, and for
practitioners looking to refresh their legal writing skills. It also provided us with a smooth transition into
thinking about counter-claims, i. Reasoning and Writing combines instruction in writing with a strong skills
orientation. I noticed a couple of important things about VTS that made all this possible: 1. Later, they could
transfer those skills to reading and other subjects. During VTS discussions, because they were utilizing their
visual ability as a foundational skill, students were engaged in a complex text. I realized we needed to start
with an introductory paragraph. Once they tried it out on their own, I read all of their arguments and noticed
that their essays jumped right into their claims, but did not offer a description of the image itself. After they
took their seats, I would leave the projected image up, and they would write. This was part of the reason I
ended up putting argument writing into the VTS lessons. My thinking on the subject was like this: the skill of
writing out and building an argument needs to be taught in and of itselfâ€”that was the real objective of my
lesson.


